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PRIORITY ONE - A COMPREHENSIVE INDUSTRIAL PROGRAMME

The Workplace Candidate
My job will be to protect jobs, pay and conditions.
That is the Union’s role.
We can’t rely on politicians.
It’s time to take Unite back to the workplace.

Unite must change to win for workers
The Union must change. Jobs are under threat. Pay and conditions are being cut.
The Union needs to be led by someone with a track record of winning.
I have won numerous disputes at the workplace – where it matters.
I have led campaigns in every Sector and won.
I have a track record of saving jobs and improving pay and conditions. It is what our
members’ expect from their Union.
My focus has never wavered. It’s time for positive change.
Let’s take Unite back to the workplace!

Examples of my winning record
Saved jobs from ‘Fire and Rehire’:
Go North West
British Airways.
Stopped cuts to Pay and Conditions:
BESNA Construction
Yorkshire Ambulance Service.

Sharon is the change we need. I’ve
had first-hand experience of how she
operates. It was Leverage supporting
our action that delivered an end
to ‘Fire and Rehire’. If you want to
protect your job, pay and conditions,
vote for Sharon.
COLIN HAYDEN,
Convenor Go North West & leader
of the longest successful dispute
against ‘Fire and Rehire’.
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The Workplace Candidate
Jobs. Pay. Conditions.
I will protect and fight for Jobs, by leading better campaigns and
making Leverage tactics available to those that need it.
I will improve Pay and Conditions, by growing our strength in the
workplace and delivering concrete bargaining plans.
I will stop us becoming a branch of the Labour Party, by moving
beyond factions and focusing on policies.
I will be accountable and put the members in charge, by increasing
democracy and holding regular meetings open to all members’.
I will put equalities on the bargaining table, by taking it out of the
conference hall and into the workplace.
I will take on the ‘undercutters’ and the race to the bottom, 		
by organising non Union employers across our industries like Amazon.

I will make sure every member is properly serviced, with every
call answered on time, more dedicated officer support and making the
Union easier to access.

Let’s take Unite Back to the Workplace!

Vote SHARON GRAHAM
for Unite General Secretary
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